I. Where should I park?
A. You may park in any lot for which you have a valid permit. All parking on Montana State University (MSU) is controlled and a permit must be purchased prior to parking on campus during business hours. You may buy daily permits at the University Police. You may buy long-term permits online and at the police station. Visitors may also park in the pay lot in the new parking Garage located near the corner of Grant St. and 7th Ave, corner of Gage St. and 7th Ave. Visitors may also use any of the free 30 min. parking spaces across campus.

B. Parking in service drives is not allowed without permission. For short-term use only, contact the police at 994-1725.

B. Parking in service drives is not allowed without permission. For short-term use only, contact the police at 994-1725.

II. General Policies
A. Registration: All vehicles parked on campus Mon.-Fri. 6 a.m.-6 p.m. must display a permit.

1. Motorcycles: A motorized conveyance with two wheels and a seat or saddle for the use of the operator.

2. Bicycles: A two-wheeled motorless conveyance having a frame with two wheels, including "bikes" and "ATVs".

3. Snowmobiles and personal conveyances: Motorized conveyances having two or more wheels propelled solely by human power; designed for administration, maintenance, and improvement of parking facilities.

B. Parking Permits are valid only for the lots specified by the permit designation.

C. Emergencies: The University Police Department is open 24 hours a day and can be reached at 994-1725.

D. Parking fines from any amount owed to students, employees or faculty members.

E. Unregistered vehicles: A vehicle which is not registered and fails to display a valid parking permit issued by the University Police.

F. Restricted Lanes and Areas: special permit required. No parking except as otherwise authorized.

G. Parking area east of the stadium is available for E, F, SB and R permit holders.

H. ADA Accessible Parking Spaces: ADA accessible parking is available in spaces marked with a designated parking permit or license plate identification card. A driving permit is required in addition to a university issued permit in these spaces. People with short term disabilities may be issued a permit by the MSU Disability Office. They are subject to a university tow. People with permanent disabilities must be issued a disability permit by the MSU Disability Office. They are subject to a university tow. People with permanent disabilities must be issued a disability permit by the MSU Disability Office. They are subject to a university tow. People with permanent disabilities must be issued a disability permit by the MSU Disability Office. They are subject to a university tow. People with permanent disabilities must be issued a disability permit by the MSU Disability Office. They are subject to a university tow. People with permanent disabilities must be issued a disability permit by the MSU Disability Office. They are subject to a university tow.

I. Parking conditions as depicted on this map are subject to change; actual signage on streets and parking lots may differ from this map. People with permanent disabilities must be issued a disability permit by the MSU Disability Office. They are subject to a university tow. People with permanent disabilities must be issued a disability permit by the MSU Disability Office. They are subject to a university tow. People with permanent disabilities must be issued a disability permit by the MSU Disability Office. They are subject to a university tow. People with permanent disabilities must be issued a disability permit by the MSU Disability Office. They are subject to a university tow. People with permanent disabilities must be issued a disability permit by the MSU Disability Office. They are subject to a university tow. People with permanent disabilities must be issued a disability permit by the MSU Disability Office. They are subject to a university tow. People with permanent disabilities must be issued a disability permit by the MSU Disability Office. They are subject to a university tow. People with permanent disabilities must be issued a disability permit by the MSU Disability Office. They are subject to a university tow. People with permanent disabilities must be issued a disability permit by the MSU Disability Office. They are subject to a university tow. People with permanent disabilities must be issued a disability permit by the MSU Disability Office. They are subject to a university tow.

J. Bicycle permits are available at University Police; for information. University Police is located in the Lodge. Forms to apply for these permits are available at the University Police Department as soon as possible.

K. Authorization: All vehicles parked on campus are a privilege and NOT a RIGHT. This privilege is acquired

L. Parking conditions as depicted on this map are subject to change; actual signage on streets and

M. Enforcement of the regulations is the responsibility of the University Police, who may seize and impound any vehicle which is not authorized to be on, or parking any part of the vehicles over any line.

N. General Policies

1. There are a limited number of spaces in the Parking Services RV lot for rent by the year or

2. These regulations along with the MSU Bike regulations may be found at:

3. A Habitual Offender is identified as a person who has 10 or more paid or unpaid citations

4. Student transcripts may also be held for unpaid parking fines, and unpaid fines may be
e. Being unfamiliar with University Parking Regulations is not grounds for an appeal.

d. Failure to take note of properly signed and marked areas are not grounds for an appeal.

c. Lost citations: the fact that a citation exists is prima facie evidence that it was placed on

b. License number, or any other data required for registration of a motor vehicle or motorcycle.

a. A vehicle which is not registered and fails to display a valid parking permit issued by the University Police.

Use or possession of a lost, stolen, forged, altered or counterfeit permit is a $175 fine and
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M. Enforcement of the regulations is the responsibility of the University Police, who may seize and impound any vehicle which is not authorized to be on, or parking any part of the vehicles over any line.

N. General Policies

L. Parking Regulations

K. Authorization: All vehicles parked on campus are a privilege and NOT a RIGHT. This privilege is acquired

I. Parking conditions as depicted on this map are subject to change; actual signage on streets and parking lots may differ from this map.

H. Those regulations are designed to foster convenience and safety for all personnel and facilitate efficient operation of the University. They are applicable to all persons operating motor vehicles on campus. All of the regulations have been promulgated in accordance with the conditions of admission and enrollment of students, employment of staff members, and privilege of ownership of property. The enforcement of these regulations is the responsibility of the University Police and parking area is a privilege and NOT a RIGHT. This privilege is acquired

G. Income derived from the sale of parking permits and from the collection of parking fines assures the University of sufficient funds for administration, maintenance, and improvement of parking facilities. By state law, the parking operation receives no funding from the general university appropriation.

F. Reserved Space: 24 hour reserved spaces are enforced 24 hours a day, 7 days a week including

E. Fine: Students, faculty and visitors of the University are subject to these fines and penalties as

D. Liability: MSU assumes no responsibility for care or protection of any vehicle or its contents while

C. Emergencies: The University Police Department is open 24 hours a day and can be reached at 994-1725.

B. Parking conditions as depicted on this map are subject to change; actual signage on streets and in lessee's name in the order of receipt.

A. Registration: All vehicles parked on campus Mon.-Fri. 6 a.m.-6 p.m. must display a permit.

1. Motorcycles: A motorized conveyance with two wheels and a seat or saddle for the use of the operator.

2. Bicycles: A two-wheeled motorless conveyance having a frame with two wheels, including "bikes" and "ATVs".

3. Snowmobiles and personal conveyances: Motorized conveyances having two or more wheels propelled solely by human power; designed for administration, maintenance, and improvement of parking facilities.

B. Parking Permits are valid only for the lots specified by the permit designation.

C. Emergencies: The University Police Department is open 24 hours a day and can be reached at 994-1725.

D. Parking fines from any amount owed to students, employees or faculty members.

E. Unregistered vehicles: A vehicle which is not registered and fails to display a valid parking permit issued by the University Police for the purpose of registering, warning or guiding traffic.

F. Reserved Space: 24 hour reserved spaces are enforced 24 hours a day, 7 days a week including

E. Fine: Students, faculty and visitors of the University are subject to these fines and penalties as

D. Liability: MSU assumes no responsibility for care or protection of any vehicle or its contents while

C. Emergencies: The University Police Department is open 24 hours a day and can be reached at 994-1725.

B. Parking conditions as depicted on this map are subject to change; actual signage on streets and in lessee's name in the order of receipt.

A. Registration: All vehicles parked on campus Mon.-Fri. 6 a.m.-6 p.m. must display a permit.

1. Motorcycles: A motorized conveyance with two wheels and a seat or saddle for the use of the operator.

2. Bicycles: A two-wheeled motorless conveyance having a frame with two wheels, including "bikes" and "ATVs".

3. Snowmobiles and personal conveyances: Motorized conveyances having two or more wheels propelled solely by human power; designed for administration, maintenance, and improvement of parking facilities.

B. Parking Permits are valid only for the lots specified by the permit designation.

C. Emergencies: The University Police Department is open 24 hours a day and can be reached at 994-1725.